My name is Morgan Ackley. I am the intern coordinator for the Georgia Republican Party. This semester we are hosting a Republican Leadership Initiative (RLI) Grassroots training program and would love to have some of the students interested in politics come be apart of our program.

This training focuses on organization growth, social media use, door knocking, phone banking tactics, and voter engagement. These are all skills that prepare college students for their future careers in politics and beyond.

Furthermore, it provides students with the expertise needed to become a professional field organizer by developing leadership and interpersonal skills of their own, as well as building their network and first-hand experience in voter contact operations.

**INTERNSHIP → CAREER**

**WHY RLI?**
Republican Leadership Initiative Fellowship Program will provide direct grassroots field experience in candidate, political and issue-oriented campaigns.

The internship program will provide the expertise needed to become a professional political organizer by developing leadership and interpersonal and provide opportunities to build a network, and master cutting-edge campaign technology. The internship offers an unparalleled way to gain first-hand experience in voter contact, mastering event turnouts, and organizing activist events.

**PROGRAM OBJECTIVES**
Through the Republican Leadership Initiative, the Georgia Republican Party will:

- Teach fellows how to identify, critique, message, and understand political issues.
- Develop fellows’ leadership skills through hands on field experience.
- Provide access to organizational building techniques in order to grow local chapters and grassroots teams in home regions.
- Facilitate relationships across GAGOP and local auxiliaries.
- Provide unique access to high level Republicans.
- Enable college students to supplement their academic background with practical experience in areas such as team building, campaign strategies, and voter contact.

**COURSE TOPICS**

- Leadership
- Organization Building
- Social Media Use
- Volunteer Engagement
- Community Engagement

This program has helped launch the careers of several fellows. Some of our former interns and fellows have gone on to serve as Field Representatives on Congressional and Gubernatorial campaigns, others have become campaign managers, and one became the Foundation Director for the Georgia GOP, all before graduating college. It is a crucial training for those seeking a career
in politics in the Republican Party. Moving forward, Republicans will be hired given they have completed this training. I will be accepting applications for Fall Semester with rolling admissions. Our preferred deadline is August 31st for applications.

Thank you for Considering the Program,

Morgan Ackley
Georgia Republican Party
Regional Field Director
Intern Coordinator

To Apply Please Send your Resume to Morgan@gagop.org